
GRIT Video Quiz Score:

1.    The amount of grit you have is NOT related to your likelihood of achieving your
goals.

A True

B False

2.    The "G" in grit stands for "go getter."
A True

B False

3.    What does the "R" in grit stand for?
A Respect

B Reselience

C Right

D Robust

4.    What does the "I" in grit stand for?
A Instinct

B Impression

C Innovation

D Illiterate

5.    What does the "T" in grit stand for?
A Texans

B Tactile

C Tenacity

D Tough

6.    Which element of GRIT is about being able to use the challenges that you face in
life.

A growth

B resilience

C instinct

D tenacity

7.    Which element of GRIT is about never giving up?
A growth
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B resilience

C instinct

D tenacity

8.    Which element of GRIT is about going about doing things in the best way?
A growth

B resilience

C instinct

D tenacity

9.    Which element of GRIT is about finding new ways of doing things or
accomplishing a goal?

A growth

B resilience

C instinct

D tenacity

10.    How many employees would an employer trade for one with exceptional grit?
A 100.3

B 2.7

C 10

D 7.3

E 1

11.    More people believe the quality of grit is more important than the quantity of
grit.

A True

B False

12.    Scott is writing an essay and he uses Wikipedia as his source. His essay is
finished when he receives an email from the instructor saying Wikipedia cannot be
used as a source. Scott decides to rewrite his paper, but he is not sure where to get
sources. He contacts the library and learns about the online databases and journals
that are free available for all students. Scott uses not one, but two journals to write
his essay. What kind of grit is Scott demonstrating?

A dumb grit

B smart grit

C good grit

D bad grit
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13.    Hannah is working a group research project. The instructor allows class time for
the projects, and Hannah overhears something another group is researching. During
her own research, Hannah finds a video that the other group could use for their own
project. Because Hannah wants her group to give the best presentation, she does not
share this information with the other group. What kind of grit does Hannah have?

A dumb grit

B smart grit

C good grit

D bad grit

14.    A person who goes after the same goal over and over again in the same way
without getting any results demonstrates this type of grit.

A dumb grit

B smart grit

C good grit

D bad grit

15.    A person who goes after their goals in a way that benefits other people is
demonstrating what kind of grit?

A dumb grit

B smart grit

C good grit

D bad grit
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